
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND VALUES

ircuit de Barcelona-Catalunya shall turn into a strategic hub for the industrial and 
economic development of Catalonia, as well as for its international showcasing, being 
host to the most significant motorsport competitions and events and promoting the 
transition to a sustainable mobility model.

n promoting the attractiveness of sustainability in line with the Biosphere Commit-
ment of Barcelona as a destination and its surroundings as a whole, where the visitor 
is fully integrated, the Circuit shall prioritise the reduction of environmental impacts 
and the maximisation of the benefits that its tourist activity generates in a balanced 
and respectful manner, promoting and assuming the principles of the World Charter 
for Responsible Tourism. 

einforcing the continuous improvement in the economic, socio-cultural and environ-
mental fields, we shall turn into an international benchmark becoming a driving force 
towards a new sustainable economy, providing values, always in harmony with the 
SDS.

ontributing to raising public awareness as regards the sustainability, we will promote the 
need to boost the joint responsibility of all agents involved in the organisation of events. 

nderpinning and joining present and future opportunities as regards the sustainable 
organisation of events, we want to add to the territory, with the will to leave a positi-
ve legacy to future generations.

ommitment to good governance while managing the activity, specifically as regards 
the fundamental values of integrity, honesty and transparency, as well as guarantee-
ing confidentiality and data protection. 

ransmission of the actions that we promote in our 3C CirCuitCat sustainability mana-
gement: “Conscience, Commitment and Coherence” to re-educate the public 
attending our events. 

ll stakeholders shall be involved in our engagement to foster accessibility and 
labour inclusion of people with disabilities or in risk of social exclusion.

reating all of our our own workers, as well as those who provide external services and 
suppliers, with dignity, no discrimination, we shall provide for equal treatment and 
opportunities. 
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I nvolving ourselves in the fight against climate change according to COP21, we will 
give priority to efficiency, the progressive and constant reduction of our impacts on 
the environment and the improvement of our biodiversity by means of a sustainable 
forest management. 
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General Manager
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